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(Jesus:) Some of you
who have seen your
personal prophecies
published in the Blade
might wonder, If I’m so
unique and special to Jesus, and
He gives words specically for
my situation, then how come
those words are able to be a
blessing to others too?
This is part of a deep mystery, for the Bible says you are all
men and women of like passions,
yet I have assured you over and
over—and I reassure you again—
that you are special and unique in
My eyes. There is only one of you
and I do have words to tell you

that I have never said in quite the
same way to anyone else.
But think of it this way: Even
though you are unique and you
are special, what is it that links
you to the other human beings on
the planet?
It’s the planet!
You’re all on the same orb.
You’re all breathing air. You’re all
going through life as I planned.
That’s your link. That’s why, even
though I can give you special
words for your situation, those
same words can still be a blessing to others. It’s because they’re
on the same planet, and they
have hearts that beat like yours.

Your soul is original and unique,
but the fact that you’re destined
to inhabit this planet for a certain
amount of time, links you to your
fellow human beings.
Do you get it? It’s a wonderful mystery of My love, that I can
love you and speak to you individually, and yet those words can
be shared with others, multiplying
the effects of My counsel many
times over. It’s multitasking at its
nest, because you can be sure
that My messages for you are as
special and as personal as ever,
even though they might later be
shared to encourage and inspire
others too.
Thank you for being willing
to share with others the jewels
that I’ve given to you.

Like
Like Passions
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i! My name? Ethan. I’ve been given the gift of
being able to look deep into the heart.

My rank? Spirit helper, departed earthling.
My mission? To be a strength and blessing to
you Family young people in your witnessing.
My age? I’m in my late teens. My age is sealed;
I don’t grow older. Why? I’ve chosen to remain this
age, as I want to not just remain young at heart, but
also young in body in order to help you the best,
because in this form Jesus helps me to continue to
feel and experience what you feel and experience.
How do I look? I’m Latino. I was born in the
late seventies, the eldest of a poor family. I’ve
chosen to continue to dress as a normal kid my
age, because it kind of goes along with my gifts.

Y

ou can pray for this gift too!—The gift of an
understanding heart, to be able to see past
the outward appearance to a person’s heart.
A little about myself? I spent most of my life
on the street, saw a lot, experienced a lot, did a lot
of dumb things, but tried the best I could to keep
an eye out for my brothers and sisters and those
around me. But I ended up getting shot in the
crossfire of some street gangs at war. Funny thing
is, even while on Earth, I noticed I had something
inside of me that helped me see past the outside
of a person and into what was going on inside of
him.
Then when I got Here to Heaven, Jesus told
me that He’d given me a special gift for a reason.
And that reason is you! This is my mission, to
use this gift to help you young people in your
witnessing, so that if you simply call on me, I can

linkup

give you the gift of understanding, and help you see past the
outward appearance, through to
a person’s heart. There are lots
of other spirit helpers like me,
and you can ask for any one of
us if you need help.
All it takes is stopping for a
moment and checking in with the
Boss, then asking for our help
in giving you true understanding
and the skills of being a good listener. This will help that person
to feel love—the Lord’s unconditional love. We can help you see
past all the cover-ups and stuff
that gets in the way of seeing the
inside of a person. We can help
you see his motives and his true
feelings, so that you’ll know how
to best relate to that person in
order to win him with His love.
And not only that, but you
can pray for this gift too!—The
gift of an understanding heart, to
be able to see past the outward
appearance to a person’s heart.
As you seek Him and continually
ask Him and us for our leading
and help, then as a team we can
help you develop your own gift!
So the more you listen to Him
and to us, the more you’ll be
able to help and reach others!
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CVC
Interview

Name: Kristen
Age: 23
Birthday: March 28, 1978
Birthplace: Melbourne,
Australia
Location: WS
Height: 5’9”
Eye Color: blue/green

I

f you ask me what the key to becoming an artist
or illustrator is, without a doubt, my answer will
be: “Practice! Practice! Practice!” Okay, so maybe
I was born blessed with an artistic nature. I could
entertain myself for hours just drawing … but then
there’s the side of me that has vowed countless times
to never put pencil to paper again because, “I just
can’t get this picture right! Argh!”
On second thought, I have to give credit where
credit is due. Ooops! The Lord has given me—and
many of you too—a special gift for art. Most artists try
to squirm out of admitting that, but drawing is a talent
that the Lord gives people in different degrees, just
like all other talents. The point is this: While God gifts
some people more in the art department than others,
YOU—and yes, I mean YOU—can draw too.
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cvc interview

Family: I come from a small
family. I have one brother (16)
and one sister (19). And of
course, a mom and dad, who
are just wonderful!
Boyfriend brief: Lawrence,
Virgo; web designer
My career: Illustrator
My hobbies: Reading,
going out, chit-chatting,
exercise and fresh air
My favorite published
drawing: This is a tough
one! Um, I guess my favorite
would still be the illustrations for Hearts of Steel.
Working on the Heaven’s
Library book covers is one of
my favorite jobs.
My favorite unpublished
drawing: I don’t usually do
much extra artwork, but
there’s one sketch of Delilah
that I started for a project,
and then ended up not finishing it. So I guess it’s my
favorite incomplete drawing.
(Don’t hold your breath, but

it’s posted on the MO site if
you’re interested—ART section.)
My greatest art inspiration: I’m not a very good
idea person at all. It’s hard
to find a new way to illustrate the same basic theme
over and over. So being able
to hear from the Lord has
been a life (and job) saver
for me! About four months
into working on art here in
WS, I made a commitment
to hear from the Lord before
each and every picture that I
draw. I’ve found that as my
faith in prophecy grows, so
does the ability to draw more
and get better ideas. It’s all
the Lord.
For example, today I didn’t
have a clue where to start
on my current assignment for
the Christmas Activated magazine—drawing an inside picture and doing some cover
touch-ups. It’s a totally new

Learning to draw takes time, but it’s worth it.
No matter what you’re doing, where you are or what
your ministry is, having some skill and know-how in
artwork helps. Kids love to have Bible stories told
to them via stick gures. There’s always a birthday
or thank you card to make for friends or family. The
possibilities with artwork are limitless. And don’t say
that you can’t draw because you have never learned.
I will say it again, even though you may not believe
me: Artwork is practice! (Case in point: I went through
a few of the old HLs and found a good example.
Check out HL #5, page 8! Aack!).
Whether you’re a “natural” artist or not, practicing
WILL improve your art capabilities. But realistically
speaking, just because you practice your heart out
doesn’t guarantee that you’ll turn into Michelangelo,
or be able to draw like one of your favorite artists.
That depends on the amount of talent and natural gift
cvc interview

project that I’ve never done
before, and in myself, I often
get confused and worried
about starting a new project.
I told the Lord that I was
at such a loss that I didn’t
even know what questions
to ask Him. But thank the
Lord, He took my mess and
helped me, and gave me a
clear list of what to do and
how. It’s a miracle. So my
greatest inspiration is the
LORD!—And the only guidance I have is His words in
prophecy.
As a practical source of
art inspiration or input, I’ve
found movies helpful (but
they can’t hold a candle to
prophecy!). For example: If
I’m really stuck and can’t
remember what types of
hats men wore in the 1750s
there’s usually a movie set
in that era. So I find movies
to be useful and they give
me plenty of ideas.

the Lord has given you, which you then hone and
practice. But you may have that gift and just not know
it, and practice will bring it out. Or you may just have
fun drawing, and practice will improve your skills,
even if your art only debuts for the kids in your Home.
Still, practice is worth it.
It’s incredible how much more you notice about
the world around you when you start drawing. It’s
so fun! It’s great to have something to do in the
evenings; it’s a personal project that is not only fun
but also rewarding. It’s an investment.
I went through the Activity Book Art Course (now
part of the CVC art course) at least three times. As I
speak, I’m going through it again as I give art classes
to two JETTs in my Home. It’s a wonder what having
a few “ground rules” can do to help you on your
way. This art course is the only serious art training
I’ve had, and going back for some review is helping
9

Special Xn Ad Corner :

me now—a good ve years into being a full-time
illustrator. I won’t lie to you and say that drawing a
clock, a duck and a rabbit is a real rush, but getting
your art foundation down is very important.—And you
get a diploma. What more can you ask for?
PS: A personal motivator of mine is cartoons.
One drill I give in my art classes is to put on a
Disney cartoon video (animated Bible videos work

Play out your dreams and
fantasies at the Heavenly
VR Game Center!

Coming soon to an Xn near you!
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great, too), nd a fun scene to draw and pause the
machine. Allow yourself three minutes to sketch your
picture. It teaches you speed, and helps you to learn
how to break a picture down by starting with the basic
shapes. Using this method, in time you’ll be amazed
how you’ll be able to get more of the paused frame
drawn in each three-minute slot.
As with everything, remember: Have fun with it!

Log on to the MO site today and
download your favorite picture.

xn ad corner/doormatrix
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(Jesus:) You’re living for
Me, and I’m so, so proud of
you. But wait, what’s that
disappointment I see?

Did you think that just because you
yielded your all to Me that life was going
to be all meadows and flowers from here
on out?

Let Me remind you of the
historic time you’re living in.

You’re living on the brink
of the greatest battle
between good and evil,

blade
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and to prep you for entering that
time, I’ve given you a new course to
go through. You can call it …

THE SPIRIT
UAL NAVY
SEALS.

WHOA!

you’re
saying,

“I never wanted
to go through an elite
fighting course
—physical or
spiritual. It sounds
way too strenuous
to me!”

Don’t
worry.
Do you think I
would ask this of
you if I thought you
were going to fail
the course?

You won’t
fail if you keep
fighting.
14
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You and I are close.
We are like brothers,

I have
traveled over
every obstacle,
lifted every weight,

we are like
Husband and wife,

and we are like
bosom buddies.

fought every fight,

endured every pain I will be
asking you to take on.
I know exactly how it feels,
and exactly how to navigate
through it and come out alive.

blade
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When you have
completed this
particular
course, you will
encourage others
through your
example—not
your example of
being unscratched,
or your example of
strength, or your
example of finding
the tests a cinch,
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but your example
of living simply
because of your
will to live, of
trusting Me
simply because I
am your Lord and
your Husband,
and of winning
simply because
you held on to
Me and never,
ever let go.

I know that you wonder if you can make it. You wonder if you will be able to
bear it, or whether you will crack under the strain of what I’m asking of you.

But I also see the anticipation, the curiosity, the feeling of pride at being
counted worthy to endure what I have in store, and I love you for it.
18
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Do you think I
can borrow your
camera?

Are you crazy?
Of course
not!!!

Tiago

The Encounter
(Jesus:) It happened so long ago, but
you never forgot it, did you? Standing in the
hallway, you were a curious ten-year-old, listening in on a conversation happening right
in front of you.
Uncle Arnie was asking Uncle Eman if he could
borrow the video camera to lm a show they were
going to do.
You don’t know why you were standing there,
or why the thoughts you were thinking were even running through your head—but you distinctly remember
thinking, “Now what does a Family member do in that
situation?”
Uncle Eman could have said anything he
wanted. He didn’t know you were listenHuh?
ing. He didn’t know the thoughts going
through your head at the time. He
didn’t know that what he said at that
exact moment would be remembered for a long time to come.

“Yes, sure, that shouldn’t be
any problem. Just come on by and
pick it up. You can use it whenever
you want.”
So a true Family member shares
what he has without hesitation, was the
conclusion of that encounter that you walked
away with, and have remembered ever since.
What if Uncle Eman had said something different?
He could have said, “I’m not so sure. The last person
who borrowed it accidentally banged it up a bit, so I’m
not going to lend it out any more—and I’m thinking of
charging the person for the repairs.” What sort of impression do you think that could have had on your life?
The lesson is, you never know who could be listening, and what sort of impact your words or actions could
have on his life, or even the future of his service for
Me. And the things that person does on account of the
sample he has seen in you will in turn inuence others …
who will inuence others … who will inuence others.
What sort of ripples are you sending out? Are you
checking your words and actions with Me carefully, or do
you just spout off your mind and follow your impulses
heedlessly? I’m here to help you, and to help you help
others. Let Me make it easy for you to be good.

blade

Do you think I
can borrow your
camera?

Of course bro!
Any time!
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Jesus:

Now that you’re getting older, I’m going to
expect more of you. I’m going
to expect you to start looking at
things in a more mature light. I’m going
to expect that instead of you wondering
why things are or aren’t happening in a certain way, and maybe complaining or murmuring
in your heart about it, or even out loud, or sort
of le ing it get you on a bummer or in a bad mood,
that you figure out why things could possibly be that
way. Find a solution for it personally.
Finding a personal solution doesn’t mean that you
figure out how to change things so that they go your
way. It means finding a way to be cheerful and in the victory nonetheless, finding a way to be a blessing, to not
let your disappointment show through. Doing that means
that you have to have faith in Me, because that’s the only
way your disappointments can be turned around into really
cool blessings later on.

˜

´´Cool m
´˜
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Did you know that it makes Me especially happy when
you have a good reaction to something that didn’t turn out
quite as you would like? Of course, I want you to be happy
and I try to give you things and make the circumstances so
that you’re happy with them. But that’s not always possible. So when something is tough for you, but you’re able
to trust Me and smile through your tears or disappointment anyway, it shows Me what a strong young man you
are. It shows me that you have potential. And it shows
Me that you’re ready for one of My blessings—something that I probably wouldn’t have sent your way
[otherwise], because some blessings have to be
earned, and they’re usually the ones that you
want the most.
So don’t forget that! I’m not telling you
this because I want you to try to improve in
this area just so you can get cool blessings, but it does help to have some
incentive, so I’m le ing you know
that you will be ge ing something out of it as well.

Zeb

blade
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IMPERFECT- YET -BEAUTIFUL
(jesus:) a long, long time ago, in a
realm not as far away as you think, i
set this vast universe in motion.

Jeremy

you can’t see how
beautifully you fit in with
the overall fabric of life
and the balance of the
universe, but i can.

22

You and your
life have
been a long
time in the
making.

someday you’ll be able to fully drink in
the beauty of it and marvel together
with me at how wonderfully it all came
together.

(From: “Jewels on Comparing.” Maria #557 CM/FM 3326 12/00)

comic feature

There’s nobody
in the world just like
you, and that’s one
of the things I like
most about you.

I love
variety!

I went out of My way to make life different for everybody, in every way—

their looks,

their
relationships.

their feelings,

Opa!

their
talents,

Oh, I’ll
never amount
to anything.

Don’t listen to the Enemy, who
seeks an inroad in your life,
making you focus on what
you think is your less-thanperfect body, abilities, strong
points, or personality.

What is perfect?
comic feature
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I have formed you as
an imperfect being, yet a
beautiful one. I love all
with a perfect love and
passion.

I know what’s best for
everyone. I create balance.
I will be able to use you more
if you don’t have your mind
on what you don’t have that
others do, or dwell on how you
are different from them.

Think not of
what you
lack, but
think of Me.

Be thankful for how I’ve made you.

If you were perfect, you
would have no need for
Me or others.

24
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Uptight?
(Jesus:) When
you’re always
comparing yourself to others,
belittling yourself or measuring
yourself and
other people
against each
other, it makes
you a very
uptight person.
People can
sense the tension, and it
makes it difficult
for them to be
around you. It’s
difficult for
others to see
you as attractive
if you’re tearing
yourself down.
Lighten up! Focus
on other people
and stop worrying about how
people perceive
you, and you’ll
probably find
that they’ll perceive that you’re
a great person.
They’ll love you
for being you.

Sylvia, that dress
looks great on you!

But not half as
great as it would
Lord help me
look on you, Ange. not to compare
negatively.

But hey,
thanks for the
compliment.

And let me take
Carmen. You haven’t
danced yet.

Go have
some fun!

Thanks!
comic feature
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Contentment

When you’re
stuck in a
situation that’s
not to your
liking, you’ll be
amazed sometimes at what
a little positiveness can do. You
will be happy if
you decide that
you’re going to
be happy and
thankful for
what you have
rather than
dwelling on
what you don’t
have. It’s a law
of the spirit.
Although it
may not seem
logical, it
works.

Look at Gabriel! Even
though we’re on our
engagement period,
the other girls flirt
with him like crazy …

(Dad:) Happiness doesn’t
come because of
situations—it comes from
inside, and from the Lord.

Whereas the guys
act like I have a big
“go away” sign on my
forehead ...

… Maybe it
’s
because I’
m usually
helping Dia
ne with
Carmen.
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Then again,
Gabe’s got such
a way with kids.

Hey Carmen!

Look for what you can appreciate
about a situation and extol the
virtues of it, and the things that
you don’t like about it will fade into
the background. It’s not that things
get perfect overnight if you focus
on the good instead of the bad. The
circumstances may not change a bit.
Carmen just
adores him! He’d
make an excellent
daddy.

But if you
change, it will
be as if the
circumstances
have too,
because the
way you perceive them will
be different.

comic feature

Want to dance?

I know he loves
me, and he has been
such a blessing to
the Home.

Sure Tod,
thanks!
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What Do You Do Best In?
I’ve given
each of My children
gifts. Each of these
gifts gives you a special
link to Me. You
shouldn’t look at
others’ gifts or envy
them. Instead
look at
the
gifts that I have
given you that make you
special to Me.
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Be happy with the beauty, personality, and the
talents I’ve given you. As you enjoy them, they
become all the more splendid.

When you worry or compare, the
beauty begins to fade and your gifts
and abilities don’t have the chance
to perform as creatively.

Your personality
loses color.

To find out
what you do
best, ask your
Maker—Me!

Find out what
you’re gifted
in and what
talents and
strengths
I’ve given
you, and then
exercise
those.

comic feature
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(Jesus:) If you keep busy filling yourself with My love, My Water of the Word, My Wine of the Spirit,
I will fill you to the brim, and there will be no room for the Enemy’s compromises.
—(“Applying the “Conviction vs. Compromise” series” ML #3381:38)
doormatrix
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Psychic

In early 1973, Dad happened upon a Gypsy tent, one
he had often passed before. It
bore the sign: “Madame M.—
Clairvoyant. Psychic Reading.”
How could so many Gypsies have that gift? he mused.
I wonder what she’d get on
me!
With a strong curiosity
welling within him, Dad asked
for an appointment. On prior
occasions Madam M. had
always been busy or booked
up. And once more upon
asking for an appointment she
told Dad that she had no
openings.
Quietly Dad prayed:
“Lord, she says she’s all
booked up, but you can make
her take me anyway. And let
me get the last appointment
of the day, please, so we won’t
be rushed. Please, Lord?”
Suddenly Madam M.
changed her mind. “I guess I
could take you last, at 7 p.m.,”
she offered.

Inside of the booth stood
a small table, separating the
two of them; Maria sat on
the floor beside the table. A
crystal ball was placed on the
table. Madam M. turned Dad’s
palms upward on the table,
and looking at their physical
appearance, she began, speaking slowly, deliberately, and
pausing thoughtfully between
statements.
“Your hands aren’t very
strong at all! That’s surprising,
because I expected you to
have much stronger hands,
more businesslike hands, not
the hands of an artist or
psychic. Are you psychic?-You have such vibration. It’s
quite fantastic! Your hands
are overwhelming. I couldn’t
do the reading if I touched
them—it would knock me out!
I wouldn’t be able to hold my
own. You have such power.—
Like Merlin the magician!
“You’re going to be quite
a famous man. You can’t

MO Letter

Through the Eyes of a

avoid it! It’s just one of those
things that you must accept
along with everything else.
But ordinary could never be
the word!”
The words flowed from
her mouth, as they told of
the history and of the events
to come in the life of a man
she knew nothing about. The
words she spoke were not
only revitalizing for Dad, but
they provided equal encouragement to her—a reimbursement of the spiritual energy
she spent on each palm reading. “I long for someone spiritual to come in and give me
back my energy,” she said.
“People like you don’t drain
me.”
That evening Dad had
become the spiritual recharge
that this psychic so desperately needed.
Read the full account in
“Madam M.—Or, From One
Psychic to Another” (ML
#285, Vol. 2).

